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1 - Understanding the importance of free space optical communication (FSOC)

2 - How atmospheric turbulence distorts an FSOC channel

3 – Simulating atmospheric turbulence in FSOC

4 - Using the data from the simulation to train our ANN model.

Outlook 



Introduction 
Free space communication is used in lots of different places such as: remote
controlling, internet connecting, …

However the earth’s atmosphere is not a perfect medium for propagating signals,
since the atmosphere can distort the optical signal and cause signal fading.

Thus predicting fading in a signal in advance could be helpful in many situations,
for example, we control a drone through free space optical communication
channel, knowing when the signal could be faded is important to take an action.



● The laser signal is modulated with data and propagates from the transmitter 
to the receiver through air.

Free Space Optical Communication



Atmospheric Turbulence 

The laser beam can be distorted due to atmospheric turbulence. 

This atmospheric turbulence causes a fluctuation in the refractive index. The 
amount turbulence is quantified by Cn

2

The effect of atmospheric turbulence on the laser 
beam, on the left a laser beam without atmospheric 
turbulence, on the right the laser beam affected by 
atmospheric turbulence[2]

An experiment done at 
Kennedy Space 
Center in Florida. A 
laser beam is sent 
from 1 km distance. 
You can see there are 
some high intensity 
spots dots due to the 
atmospheric 
turbulence.



Fading in Optical Communication Channels

Due to atmospheric turbulence, the strength in the signal is fluctuating. 
If the signal’s strength gets below some threshold we cannot receive the data.



Simulation Process

The beam enters a small aperture (the bucket) and is 
focused by a lens onto the detector.



Beam Quality Measurement
● Power in the bucket (PIB) can be used to determine the quality of our beam

(signal). We can measure PIB.

Simply PIB is the intensity of the beam that propagates through the aperture.
Aperture with diameter 7cm



Dataset

● We get from the simulation the data set of PIB for 5
different laser positions as shown in the figure.

● Strength of atmospheric turbulence (Cn
2) is varied

to calculate PIB.

● 400s time period with 4 ms timestep.



The distribution of power in the bucket should has a Log-normal distribution[1].In our dataset we
have 5 positions to measure PIB.

PIB (Power in the bucket distribution for different position)



Using Artificial Neural Network to predict PIB

This model takes one value from Cn2 data as an
input and predicts the PIBasthe output .

The input data is standardized

One hidden layer with 8 Units and ReLU as an
activation function and the weight initialized by
Weight initialization .

The meanabsolute error is usedasa lossfunction .

Adam optimizer is usedto optimize the model.

We set the learning rate to 10-3



Result





Conclusion

● Free space communication is used widely for many applications such as
delivering internet without needing the huge infrastructure. Also, can be used
in controlling drones remotely.

● Atmosphere distorts the signal because of atmospheric turbulence.

● Predicting the PIB is important to be able to predict when the fading in the
signal could happen.



Future research steps

- Include noise in modeling- Using Sequential Model to predict more time steps
- Include meteo parameters
- Perform an experiment to measure data 
- Use the measured data to train the ANN model



Thank You!

Q&A
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